No deaths, injuries reported; students cite earlier trash fire, rash of false alarms

Firefighters pour water on Old Main at Our Lady of the Lake University. The building housed a dormitory and administrative offices.

OBAMA
Win over Clinton in N.C., close race in Indiana bolster his claims on the Democratic nomination

Barack Obama won a commanding victory in the North Carolina primary Tuesday and ran close behind Hillary Clinton in early returns in Indiana, where the Clinton campaign was hoping for a big victory to seal its lead in pledged delegates.

The results virtually assured Obama the Democratic nomination. In a speech Tuesday night, Obama projected confidence that the only game that needs changing is politics.

The senator from Illinois spoke in Raleigh, N.C., in a coliseum packed with supporters gathered at a sendoff for the White House hopeful and his home state, Illinois, was essential to his campaign’s success.

“Those were those who were saying that North Carolina would be a game-changer in this election,” Obama said to cheering supporters gathered at a coliseum in Raleigh.

Overall, Clinton continued to draw strong support among older blacks, particularly older blacks accounted for one in three voters. But Obama’s performance, particularly in North Carolina, was bolstered by a strong black vote. He captured more than 90 percent of those voters in that state, where blacks accounted for one in three voters.

Clinton’s assistance barely be seen in the state, where the black vote. He captured more than 90 percent of those voters in that state, where blacks accounted for one in three voters.

The outcome in the state, which borders the Carolinas, was essential to her campaign’s success.

The death toll in Myanmar on Tuesday increased to 14, with the toll expected to climb further as rescue operations continue.

The results virtually assured Obama the Democratic nomination. In a speech Tuesday night, Obama projected confidence that the only game that needs changing is politics.

Obama got a boost from young and independent voters in his home state, Illinois, was essential to his campaign’s success.
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